Webwork information

• WWK is available at http://homework.ps.uci.edu/webwork/

• It is recommended that students begin by reading the material at the bottom of that page.

• Select the appropriate course code for your Math 2A/2B class.

• Log in with your regular UCI netid (same one you use to get into EEE).

• If students have a problem logging in, they should first confirm they have the correct course code, that their UCI netid is correct, then use the problem link on the WWK page to submit a support email for help.

• The assignments are due every Friday at 11:00pm starting the third week (with the exception of Thanksgiving week). The next assignment will always be available as soon as the previous one is due.

• The most common problem students have in WWK is inputting their answers. Some problems require many decimal places of accuracy and they should retry their work without rounding at any step in the solution process.

• Some students may have trouble getting the mathematical symbols to display correctly. This is easily correctable by switching internet browsers or by changing display type in a box at the lower left of the question window.

• Students should direct all questions about logging in and other technical issues to WWK help. The math questions should be addressed to the Professor or TA.